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Surveying the landscape: an example

We know it’s the “trend”… and
all of our colleagues are doing
it…we hear it’s so easy! …and
FREE!
...maybe you are doing it right
NOW…?

Warning: This is NOT a presentation on “why you should do
Web 2.0”
We all know anyone can do it; but we’d like to ask today,
“Who is doing it”?
No. Really. Who on your staff is responsible for this content?

What are we calling
“content”?

“Authored” text
and “approved”
web graphics

I like this stuff!
Digitized
images,
multimedia and
text

I want to tell
people this
is cool!
Let me tell you
what I know about
this stuff!

Metadata, cataloging,
authoritative
resources

I have stuff
like this, too!

Have you heard any of these phrases in
your organization?
I think John X might be experimenting with
that, but I don’t really know…

Do we have a policy for this?
I didn’t go through IT/ Administration/
The Committee. That would have slowed
it down!

I was just playing around, I didn’t
think it really mattered…

I started out of curiosity, but its
not like I have time to keep up
with it…

• Should there be an overarching philosophy for user-generated content in
the organization?
• Who in the management or leadership determines this philosophy or
guides the organization to come up with a shared vision?
•What technical considerations are there for these projects? Are there
staff that need to be consulted for software choices and technical
customization?
•Is there are point person for the project and does this person have the
authority and appropriate expertise to moderate content and respond to
user’s contributions?
•Should there be appropriate guidelines for communicating an
institutions’ brand or message in these new venues?
•And ultimately, who assesses whether or not the project is a success?

Other Duties… As Assigned?
Systems/IT manager
Content provider
Digital collection manager
Communications/Marketing

The Right Ingredients:
Creating the recipe for your organization’s guiding
principles for user-generated content
•
•
•
•
•

Evolve philosophy to meet users
Reflect commitment in strategic plan
Acknowledge affects on staff
Integrate new roles
Evaluate and assess

I grew up in Vegas. My Father worked at Mercury
(Nevada Test Site) for 22 years, he drilled holes on a
government rig to drop bombs into. As a baby, he held me
after work, he wore a radiation badge. and he was lit up
several times per week, I have witnesses who can testify.
I am 45 I have Multiple Sclerosis in my spine and brain.
walking, thinking, coordination is near impossible. My family
is Smith/Jones Oklahoma people, no one in my entire family
has anything like me and my sisters, one had cancer in her
ankles, the other had her arm muscle fall off, mother has
bad thyroids. All of us grew up in Vegas and Henderson my
home phone
is (405)720-xxxx. if you need more information, plus my
social begins with 530 which tells you where I'm from. I did a
search on Google and it pulled you guys up. [sic]
(6/14/09)

Case Studies
•
•
•
•
•

Systems
Content Provider
Collection Manager (metadata)
Marketing
Community

Systems/IT managers
“Great work. Is the source code
available through Subversion yet
for beta testing? The link for
more info
http://digital.library.unlv.edu/soft
ware/dmbridge/beta-testing
doesn't seem to be working.”

“dmBridge looks awesome. I've just
started working on CONTENTdm for
the State Library of North Carolina,
and I'm finding it nearly impossible
to find anything in the base code. It
would be wonderful to have a clean
MVC code base. Do you have any
idea when you might release an API
for general use, or if you need a test
case, we'd be happy to volunteer. “

Collection Manager (metadata)

You have a lot of references to
"Fred McNamee." His actual
name was Frank McNamee.
There is an interesting paper
written as a thesis for a master's
degree at UNLV called, I believe,
"The McNamees of Lincoln
County." I forget the author's
name (Michael G...) but he is a
member of the faculty at UNLV.
Please correct the references.
Thanks,
Brian M

Marketing
Thank you for all your hard work you put
into this website. I teach 4th grade here in
Las Vegas, and this site will be used
frequently this next school year. I read
about the site in the Southeast View
newspaper. Thanks
again. Helen W.

I did your survey, I am looking for
some things about my great
grandmother, who lived in
Tonapah for a time, and this is
interesting. Thanks for putting it
together.
BillieGean G

Collection Development
I have some Hughes Aircraft materials
from my 12 years as a test engineer
at EDD in Torrance. I wonder if you are
interested in company and site phone
directories, organization charts and a
book published by Hughes Space and
Communications about how to
implement statistical process control?
I also have a picture of myself using an
automated test station in 1982 and
also a picture of the same type of test
station as it had been updated 10
years later. I also have reference books
that came from the Hughes Torrance
technical library.
meflynn@cox.net

Content Provider
Hello,
I am writing from Pioneer productions, a
television documentary company based in
the UK. We are making a show for the
History channel about Death Valley and I am
interested in using images of Rhyolite, in
Nevada before it became the ghost town it
is today.
I have found some on your site but I would
like to know how to obtain high res versions
of the images and if they are in the public
domain or if copyright is still held.
Many thanks, I look forward to your reply.
Kind regards,
Matt S

Acknowledging Errors

Community Building – The Spittoon
Effect

Meeting the Challenge

Potential Pitfall
• Technical support and
security
• Metadata enhancement
• Subject expertise for
researchers
• Response time
• Assessment and statistics

Tips & tricks
• Plan and evaluate tools
collaboratively
• Categorize comments
• Route queries; but be
realistic in planning
• Develop default response
• Collect; track; analyze

Discussion

Thank You!
Cory Lampert
cory.lampert@unlv.edu
Su Kim Chung
sukim.chung@unlv.edu

